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Fifth Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2017 /Jarl'~2018
. , ~ i')AppliedGeotechnical Engineering
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< I ~~. o; vlax, Marks: 80
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Note: Answe/~fV;,full questions, choosing onefull question-from each module.
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a, Describe with neat sk.~tc-h wash boring technique to explore SOIL
b. available in market, /

(I ,

}'" v.•.• ")

Time: 3 hrs.

(08 Marks)
The following sizes Of sampling tubes are
Sample No. - r .\'. II III
Outer Diameter (rnrn) 7S', JIO SO
Inner Diameter 72;" l07 3S
Length (rnrn) 600 POO 600
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Out ofthese which one would you s lect for obtaining undistributed Soil sample from a base
hole, Apply appropriate technique to get best/undisturbed sample. (08 Marks)
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a. Explain with neat sketch, electrical resistivity method of soil exploration. (06 Marks)
b. Predict the Ground water table given the following data: Depth upto which water is boiled

out 18 m, Water rise in L day = OS5 m, It da- = 0.86 m and III day = 0.78 m, use the
Hvorslev's method for predicting gt~uDd water tab~e. (10 Marks)
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Module-2

a. Compare Boussinesq's theory-with Westergaard's theory with a logical graph analysis.
(08 Marks)

b. Find intensity of vertical-pr s .u~e at a point 3 m directlybelow 25 kN point load acting on a
horizontal ground surface.<v/hat will be the vertical p~ssure at a point 2 m horizontally
away from the axis offo~ding and at same depth on m? Use Boussinesq's equation.
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a. Explain cornpoiie }~?of settlements. (12 Marks)

b. A reinforced co~crete foundation of dimensions 1.8m x 3.6m exerts a uniform pressure of
180 kN/m2, ~t;:a soil mass, with E-value 4SMN / m". Determine the value of Immediate
settlement under the foundation. Take f.L = 0.3 and If = 1.0 ,(04 Marks)
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/ Module-3 I

a. Compare Coulomb's Earth pressure theory over Rankin's Earth pressure theory.. (O(JMarks)
b. D~termlne the active earth pressure using Rebhann's graphical method. \.(10 Marks), (
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OR
6 a. Explain the procedure for determination of factor of safety using method of slices for C-~-

soil. (12 Marks)

b. An Embankment is inclined at an angle 3S· and its height is 15 rn. The angle of shearing
resistance is IS' and the cohesion interrept is 40 kN/m2

. The unit weight of soil is 18 kN/m3
.

Examine the factor of safety with respect to cohesion. Consider Taylor's stability number =
0.06. (04 Marks)
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/' ., Module-4

a. "De ermine the bearing capacity of the soil by using plate load test as per IS : 1888
,I ,;/

gll.id€lines. (08 Marks)
b. A squai~ ooting located at a depth of 1.3 m below ground has to carry a safe load of

800 ~.~redict the size offooling which is safe against applied load. If the desired factor of
safety IS ),0. Assume e = 0.55, Degree of Saturatm = 50%m G = 2'97, C = 8 kN/m2

. Use
Terzagh' :-Il/lalysis for general shear failure. Assume ~ = 30", Nc = 37.2, N, = 22.5 and
Nr = 19.7 -ij2~, '(08 Marks)

-~r', r

v(: \ \() OR , , '
a. Generalize the assurhp~ions made by Terzagh's bearing capacity theory for development of

bearing capacity equation.) (08 Marks)
b. Determine the bearing C§.pacity of the so il by using standard penetration test as per IS : 2131

guidelines. \:v' _~' (08 Marks)
\)((~) v·~

Module-5
a. Classify the various type of Piles based on material and function.
b. Explain negative skin friction in pile_j(.lUndation. J ',/

/ . ,,'

Y I OR
10 a. Explain with a neat sketch the construction and working of under remmed pile. (to Marks)

( ,
b. Justify with a neat sketch, how static formt;t~as~mmarize the load transfer mechanism in pile

foundations. .•. _ # (06 Marks)
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(10 Marks)
(06 Marks)
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